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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 4/3/18 
  

All Safe Global, Inc. Adds Ultrasonic Examination 
  
Minnesota-based All Safe Global, Inc., a nationally recognized DOT-authorized recertification facility, 
is proud to announce the addition of ultrasonic examination (UE) to its advanced cylinder testing 
capabilities. 
 
The company’s new UE17 ultrasonic examination machine provides enhanced high-pressure 
cylinder testing using ultrasound technology, with numerous benefits for specialty gas cylinder 
certification. UE testing is done with the valve in place, preserving residual high-value gases and 
keeping the cylinder interior free from contamination and moisture throughout the process. This new 
capability is in addition to our continued hydrostatic test recertification services. 
 
“Customer service and continuous improvement are two of our core principles. UE takes both to the 
next level” said All Safe Global, Inc. President and CEO Matt Boettner. “This state-of-the-art testing 
is a tremendous resource for our customers, particularly those in ultra-high purity, laser, precision 
welding, and other specialty gas applications.”  
 
Jerry Bru, All Safe Global Sales Manager, adds that “ultrasonic examination is a fantastic addition to 
the company’s full-service capabilities. We pride ourselves on providing exceptional-quality cylinders 
to a complete spectrum of industries, and the addition of UE certainly enhances our ability to sell and 
support with precision.”  
 
Digital Wave Corporation specializes in nondestructive testing techniques in the metallic and 
composite high-pressure vessel industries. “Customers are becoming more educated and 
demanding. They are calling out UE testing as the preferred test mode for their cylinders. We are 
excited to expand UE services to customers in the Midwest via our new partnership with All Safe 
Global” said Digital Wave Corporation Sales and Marketing Director Mark Anderson. 
 
All Safe Global, Inc. welcomes communication with wholesalers, retailers, vendors, and end-use 
industry professionals. 
  
For corporate information or questions about this press release, please contact: 

 
Matt Boettner, President and CEO 
(612) 332-3473 
(866) 958-3473 
allsafe.net 
 
For sales and service inquiries please contact: 
 

Jerry Bru, Director of Sales 
(612) 332-3473 
(866) 958-3473 
sales@allsafe.net 
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